


Risen out of the ashes of early 2000’s Metal and Rock 
influences – it are those heavy and dark, and yet extremely 
emotional and energetic trap beats that, today, carry the 
words of the progressive rapper from the future. 

He absorbs melancholy and reciprocates hope. His flow 
and highly evolved technical skills will leave the audiences 
“maz’merized”:
Maz is known for delivering a powerful and truthful message 
to his audiences with a determination to not only scratch at 
the surface, but to tear through it and see what lies under-
neath. His aim is to spark a raw confrontation with life in 
brutal honesty. 

With a sharpened musical and visual identity, the young rap-
per wants to give the voiceless not just a voice, but also an 
uncompromising vision and thus urging his listeners to drop 
the self- imposed masks and all other unnecessary superfici-
alities to eventually find their true selves. 

In early 2018, he celebrated the unforgettable release of his 
debut album “Immortalisation” at Rockhal.

In 2019, after having performed on all of Luxembourg’s 
major stages and festivals in less than two years, includ-
ing some outstanding live shows as a support act for Nicki 
Minaj, Juice Wrld, and Sofiane; he stepped up in his game by 
performing on international territory. By playing at presti-
gious festivals and getting booked for his first international 
tour in order to promote his newly released Sleepwalker 
EP, Maz eventually managed to tour 10 different countries 
throughout Europe such as Belgium, France, Germany, 
Spain, Estonia and Finland to name a few.
The artist has also been able to collaborate with renowned 
producers like Fabian Langer (AnnenMayKantereit) and was 
praised and reposted by UK Legend Dizzee Rascal for his 
outstanding take on a Rap-Challenge launched by Ocean 
Wisdom on social media.
Maz has become the new engine of a more genuine and 
profound generation and incarnates a courageous attitude 
of empathy with a solid perspective towards the future. 

At the young age of only 23, he is more than ready to 
“mazmerize” the world. 

Text by Luc Spada, Translation by Laura Lux
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“The fresh face of Europe’s rap future” 
Derek Robertson, Europavox Festival

“An authentic wordsmith, there’s a depth and sophistica-
tion to his lyrics that’s rare for someone so young. Intel-
ligent too; “Boys Don’t Cry” sees him deconstruct social 
media woes and toxic masculinity.” 
Derek Robertson, Europavox Festival

„Rapmusik braucht Leute wie ihn, die mit Klischees brech-
en und sich einfach nichts erzählen lassen. Sky is the 
limit? Pah!“
Silvi Zachanassian, Noizz.de

“Maz is one of the brightest new talents from a for-
ward-thinking country...”
Jemma Stevens, The Line Of Best Fit

“At the forefront of the wave of luxembourgish artists 
coming through is the rapper Maz who makes lyric-heavy 
music that toys with timing and delivery as he reels off his 
impressively dense vocabulary”
Jen Long, The Line Of Best Fit

« Plein de modestie et la tête sur les épaules, MAZ semble 
disputer un début de carrière sobrement et intelligem-
ment. » 
Godefroy Gordet, Bold Magazine

20.03.2019 NICKI MINAJ & JUICE WRLD SUPPORT 
  Rockhal, Esch/Belval

17.04.2019 PRINTEMPS DE BOURGES 
  Bourges, FR 

01.06.2019 JARDIN DU MICHEL 
  Toul (Nancy), FR
 
28.06.2019 EUROPAVOX FESTIVAL 
  Clermont-Ferrand, FR 

20.09.2019 REEPERBAHN FESTIVAL 
  Hamburg, DE 

05.10.2019 DE RAUWE SCHOOL 
  Vrankrijk, Amsterdam, NL

17.10.2019 MAMA FESTIVAL 
  Paris, FR

24.10.2019 ANCIENNE BELGIQUE
  Brussels, BE

26.10.2019 LE MOLODOI
  Strasbourg, FR

21.11.2019 ZED YUN PAVAROTTI SUPPORT
  Trinitaires, Metz, FR

12.06.2022 FRANCOFOLIES
  Esch-sur-Alzette, LU

14.08.2022 SZIGET FESTIVAL
  Budapest, HU
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Website
https://mazuniverze.com/

Press & Management
david@beast.lu

Booking
david@konektisentertainment.com
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